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Console Advanced Reporting solution improves restaurant operations with easy-to-use management tools in one time-saving dashboard

DULUTH, Ga.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 15, 2017-- NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR), a global leader in omni-channel solutions, today announced the
integration of its cloud-based back office product, NCR Console Advanced Reporting, with its NCR Aloha platform. This technology helps restaurants
improve reporting across all work streams and is available now in the U.S. and Canada.

The Console Advanced Reporting solution offers detailed reporting and easy-to-use management tools in one time-saving dashboard. With an
integrated calendar, sales intelligence down to the finest detail and automated forecasting, restaurants have comprehensive reporting at their
fingertips.

“Visibility into every part of your operations is a must-have for anyone in the restaurant business,” says Don Zimmerman, general manager at NCR
Hospitality. “With highly visual reports that support drillable, progressive analytics, Console Advanced Reporting gives valuable time back to
managers, franchisors, franchisees and IT leaders to spend in other areas of the business.”

NCR Console’s advanced reporting functionality helps restaurants get the data they need as activity occurs in the restaurant. Its user-friendly
dashboard provides comparative reports, illustrating detailed trends at corporate, franchise and store levels. Console Advanced Reporting’s functions
and data analysis address a number of business challenges including data consolidation across multiple stores, too much time spent on manual
processes and day-to-day operations visibility. Simple displays allow management to analyze overall performance and help make informed business
decisions.

Console Advanced Reporting also has an operational calendar where you can overlay activities and metrics, like sales, product data and, even
displaying integrated factors like weather.

“Console Advanced Reporting has made everything easier for us,” says Mike McKinley, franchise owner of Whit’s Frozen Custard. “We have 4
locations in multiple cities, so the cloud connectivity means we can access it from anywhere. The reporting and data functions are the most valuable to
us, as it allows us to view sales trends at various times and locations to easily keep us informed of what's going on with our business.”

Console Advanced Reporting fits seamlessly into the NCR Hospitality portfolio, providing additions and improvements to enrich every step in the
restaurant managing and operating process. Console is a back office reporting solution that is designed to be used without any system administration
or setup. This is unusual for back office systems. Console leverages a real-time data feed and is a browser application, meaning that is available from
any laptop or tablet device – so operators can be on the go, outside of the store to view and interact with rich store reporting.

With its launch, NCR shows its commitment to continuing the technological development of the user experience.

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leader in omni-channel solutions, turning everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences.
With its software, hardware and portfolio of services, NCR enables more than 700 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality,
telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Ga., with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the
United States and other countries. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.

NCR encourages investors to visit its website, which is updated regularly with financial and other important information about NCR.

Web site: www.ncr.com
Twitter: @NCRCorporation
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ncrcorp
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/ncr-corporation
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/ncrcorporation
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